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A Message from the Commissioner
Greetings,
I’m pleased to present to you our 2020 Annual Report,
as well as to share some reflections on a year as
difficult to adequately describe as it was extraordinary
in a great many ways. The events of 2020 unfolded to
present challenges to our world, our country, and our
communities that we still find ourselves enduring as I
write this introduction. Merriam-Webster's Word of the
Year for 2020 was, of course, “pandemic”, but it
seemed that “unprecedented” was unanimously chosen
by media outlets as the official adjective of the year,
finding its way into our daily vernacular like a goliath
social media buzz word. While one could argue that
the events of 2020 were not entirely new to the world
in and of themselves, the concurrent timing of the
biologic, political, and polarizing calamities we
experienced in 2020 combined to form a year truly
unlike anything in our collective memories…and a
much longer one if the stress it caused rather than
calendar days are used to measure it.
On Friday March 13th 2020 (the irony didn’t escape
us), the supervisors and administrative team of our
agency convened on short notice to construct a plan,
and enact it in a matter of hours, to reduce our inperson staff by half in response to the growing
COVID-19 crisis, while still continuing to provide
services and supports to a community whose needs
were certain to change as the pandemic worsened. At
that time, we couldn’t predict the challenges we were
about to face in the weeks and months ahead, nor how
our way of interacting with the public would shift
from the real world to one primarily through
computer screens, iPhones, Zoom meetings, and
social distancing. As a human service agency, this
presented an elemental, if not philosophical, challenge
for us. What we do is rooted in the “human” part of
our mission. We are, after all, “social services”, and
we’re not accustomed to being distanced and
separated from the people we serve. Having to find
ways to foster the human element of our work while
relying on gadgets, apps and gizmos that are decidedly
a poor substitute for real human connectivity was

extremely hard for all of us. We are used to working
with the public, and each other, face to face. This was
a distinct problem, as “face-to-face” contact in 2020
increasingly became something more like a product
the Surgeon General would warn us about: “not
recommended for frequent use, if at all, and serious health
problems may occur”. As if 2020 wasn’t difficult
enough, the county servers were hijacked in the latter
part of the year and inaccessible for several weeks,
which further impeded our work at a time when our
access to technological support was critical.
Some of our staff could work remotely, though
technological challenges exacerbated an already
difficult situation and added more layers to already
nuanced processes. Other staff were unable to work
from home due to the nature of their programs and
regulations that were written in a non-pandemic
world. Whether remote or at the office, we all worked
to continue our agency mission while facing the strain
of the pandemic in our personal lives as well. The
uncertainty of the fiscal implications of the pandemic
put filling many of our vacant positions on pause,
shifting more work and increasing stress that would be
difficult in the best of circumstances and exhausting in
such a crisis. Rules changed, and changed again, as
state agencies barraged counties with directives,
updates, and mandates that sought to support the
public but left the heavy lifting to the counties to act
on. Barriers and masks went up as systems went
down, and we still have not reached the end of the
crisis and an eagerly anticipated return to “normal”.
Despite all this, the staff in our agency found ways
every day to assure that our connection to the public
was maintained and that the services we provide
remained in place, and they continue to do so. I am
extremely proud of the dedication and efforts of the
staff over the past year, and the ways they came
together to make an unworkable situation work. The
programs in this report operate because of their
commitment. They truly are essential workers in
every sense of the word, and I want to thank them for
their tireless efforts throughout this crisis.
-Daniel Auwarter, Commissioner
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Social Services Organizational Chart
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2020 Appropriations

RAISE THE AGE,
$300,000
JUVENILE
DELINQUENT
CARE, $300,000
FAMILY ASSISTANCE,
$2,175,000

FOSTER CARE, $2,550,000

PAYMENT TO STATE
SCHOOLS, $100,000

SAFETY NET, $1,000,000
HOME ENERGY
ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM, $20,000
EMERGENCY
ASSISTANCE TO ADULTS,
$20,000
PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATION
$6,545,420

NEEDS ADULT FAMILY
TYPE HOMES, $1,730

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
MMIS, $9,830,312

OTHER EXPENSE - PSR,
$500,000
DAY CARE, $550,000
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE,
$300,000
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Administrative Team
The Department of Social Services Administrative team is comprised of key staff that oversees each
functional area of the agency as well as convenes to provide oversight and direction for the department’s
daily operations. Risk identification and crisis management are part of the team’s responsibilities. The
Administrative Team also determines local policies, hires staff, and plans functions and events.

Office of the Commissioner- Daniel Auwarter
New York State has one of the largest public welfare systems in the nation, which is divided into 58 local
social services districts, the five boroughs of NYC which are served by one Human Resource
Administration, and the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe 1. In total there are 62 local social service commissioners
(Albany, Onondaga, and NYC have two commissioners each).
The Commissioner of Social Services serves as a county department head, reporting to the Board of
Supervisors and various committees. NYS Social Services Law (SSL) as well as other state laws and Title
18 of the NYS Codes Rules and Regulations grant various powers to every local Commissioner. The
duties of the Commissioner are detailed in SSL § 65 which states there “shall be a county commissioner of
public welfare in each county public welfare district…[who] shall be responsible for the administration of all the
assistance and care for which the county is responsible” 2. Commissioners are appointed officials once their
qualifications are submitted and approved by the NYS Office of Temporary and Disability Assistance and
serve five-year terms. Social Services Commissioners oversee numerous mandated programs required or
enacted under applicable law and accomplish this through the various programs and staff under their
charge. The Commissioner has specific fiscal and legal powers set forth in law, including bringing and
defending actions resulting from the administration of public welfare programs, enforcing child support,
child protective services, and powers to verify eligibility for assistance and require certain programs as a
condition for recipients. Children taken into custody due to neglect or abuse are placed in the care and
custody of the Commissioner who has legal authority over matters related to the child’s health and
wellbeing. The Commissioner is also granted guardianships of adults in certain instances, and legal actions
taken in various courts are done on behalf of the Commissioner as well.
In Chenango County, the office of Commissioner oversees 95 employees who work in the various units
and programs detailed in this report. The Commissioner is responsible for an annual department budget of
$23.3 million (2021).

Deputy Commissioner and Director of Services: Janice Burt Ashton & Beth Beers
The Chenango Department of Social Services is divided into two major sections, the Income Maintenance
Division and the Services Division. The Income Maintenance programs consist of financial supports and
related services such as Temporary and Emergency assistance, the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program, Medicaid, and other programs detailed in this report. The Services programs include child
protective services, adult protective services/long term care, preventive services, and foster care. Each
1
2

NYPWA Commissioners’ Reference Guide Dec. 2017 p.2
McKinney’s Consolidated Laws of New York, 2003
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section of the agency is directly overseen by a direct charge of the Commissioner. The Deputy
Commissioner oversees the Income Maintenance Programs and the county adult home Preston Manor,
while the Director of Services is responsible for all programs in that division. Both serve certain functions
in the absence of the Commissioner; the Deputy Commissioner is an appointed position detailed in
NYCRR and can assume the powers of Commissioner in certain circumstances. The incumbent in this
position also requires the approval of OTDA like that of Commissioner. The Director of Services is a civil
service title with certain requirements that must be met to hold this position. Both the Deputy
Commissioner and the Director of Services are responsible for the daily operations of their units, including
meeting staffing needs, issuing directives, discipline, and crisis management. They assist in the
development of required plans for certain programs and the overall budget of the department. They assist
the Commissioner in matters related to personnel and participate in committee meetings as required.

Senior Attorney: Sarah Fitzpatrick, Esq.
Social Services attorneys conduct all legal functions for the department as well as serving as counsel to the
Commissioner. Social Services attorneys are specialists in their fields, as there are complex nuances to
social services law that have far-reaching implications and drive outcomes for the children, adults, and
families we serve. They are essential and unique in the state, and each LDSS district relies heavily on their
expertise.

Administrative Assistant to the Commissioner: Pamela Stein
The Administrative Assistant provides important support for several areas of the Department.
Communications with the county personnel department regarding new staff, resignations/terminations,
employee records/files, and other matters are accomplished through the Administrative Assistant. She
provides specific support to the Commissioner in terms of agency communications, scheduling of meetings
both internally and with outside entities, processing and disseminating agency mail, and record keeping.
She also oversees the front desk and clerical staff functions.

OFT Coordinator: John Kolb
The Department of Social Services requires numerous computer and technological systems to carry out its
required duties. Many of our services utilize specific computer programs required at the state or federal
level, such as the Welfare Management System, CONNECTIONS program, and others. As a modern
social service provider, we rely heavily on advanced computer and communications equipment; in many
cases our ability to intervene or provide services quickly to promote safety is highly dependent on the
technology we utilize. The OFT Coordinator is responsible for the oversight, maintenance, and
development of these systems and oversees a department of two Computer Operator Assistants. The OFT
Coordinator must assure that our systems operate effectively and efficiently, troubleshoot, and address
issues, and advise the Commissioner on any needed changes or upgrades necessary. The security of our
systems both to protect them locally and to meet state agency requirements are the responsibility of the
OFT Coordinator. Remote devices like cellular phones, tablets and laptops are all maintained in the Office
for Technology Department. The OFT Coordinator is part of the Crisis Management Team and must
assure that our systems and our electronic records are available during times of emergency as required by
our Continuance of Operations Plan.
8
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The OFT office has completed the transition to Windows 10 and DSS is now using all new desktops and
laptops. Due to the pandemic many users were forced to work remotely and as a result it was necessary to
acquire several newer laptops. All laptops were outfitted with VPN software to support secure remote
connectivity to New York State systems. We also had to order several new phones to support remote
workers. The ransomware attack on Chenango County crippled two file servers that had to be reformatted
and reinstalled but were able to be restored from backups after extensive rebuilds.

Staff Development Coordinator: Lois LoPresti
Each county Social Services has a Staff Development Coordinator (SDC), who is responsible for
overseeing the various training strategies for staff in each unit. Several positions have state requirements
for training and the SDC is responsible for ensuring these are met in a timely manner. Some positions,
such as Child Protective Services caseworkers, have requirements for ongoing training as well as new
trainings as mandated by the state. The SDC helps maintain training records, including on-line databases
required by the state offices. Travel requests and lodging arrangements are all handled through the SDC’s
office. In addition, the SDC is a member of the interview and hiring team for new staff. She on-boards
new staff with an orientation process and helps coordinate access and permissions for certain functions
with the OFT department. The SDC tracks the staff evaluation process for new employees and
communicates with supervisors in terms of due dates for periodic evaluations. Our SDC is also one of our
MAPP trainers, who coordinates required trainings for new foster parents. She conducts home studies to
approve foster homes and works closely with the Foster Care unit on related matters.

Accounting Supervisor: Evelyn Kirkland
The Accounting Supervisor oversees the financial and budgeting aspects of the agency. Payments for
assistance, contractual obligations, purchases, and taking payments for money owed to the department are
all handled through the Accounting Department under the auspices of the Accounting Supervisor. The
Accounting Supervisor oversees state claiming for our programs and ensures that our reimbursements from
the state and federal agencies are maximized to limit local share contributions whenever possible. As the
Department of Social Services constitutes a large portion of the county budget, ensuring that county
taxpayer contributions are minimized through financial strategies is an important function of the
Accounting Supervisor. Budget updates are provided to the Commissioner through the Accounting
Supervisor who is one of the principal architects in the annual budget process.
The state claiming and reimbursement process has become increasingly complex, with numerous rules and
exclusions being enacted by state and federal departments. The Accounting Supervisor is responsible for
understanding these rules and assuring that our processes allow us to be reimbursed at the maximum rates
possible. Expenditures are monitored in the Accounting office and are continuously compared to our
approved budget lines; concerns are noted and discussed with the Commissioner and administrative team
and strategies are developed to avoid cost overruns or the need to access additional county funds.
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Department Staff by Unit
ADMINISTRATION

ACCOUNTING

ADULT SERVICES/LTC

Daniel Auwarter
Janice Burt-Ashton
Elizabeth Beers
Sarah Fitzpatrick
Pam Stein
Evelyn Kirkland
Lois LoPresti
John Kolb

Evelyn Kirkland
Penni Mills
Wendy Petry-Jones
Kayla Simpson-Linger

Misty Davis
Deb Munyan
Lace-Ann Porter

CHILD PROTECTIVE

CHILD SUPPORT

FOSTER CARE

Teresa Foster-Jones
Nicole Sheehan
Kirsten Parry
Zina Corey
Fawn Dix
Shanna Flynn
Jessica Grow
Brandi Guinn
Karen Mack
Silke Mahardy
Ronald Martorelli
Bill Moakler
Jessica Moore
Katelyn Pierson

Charlene Bufalini
Lynne Angle
Jeff Cox
Debra Fuller-Shimer
Lacey Hathaway
Marilyn Marango
Robin Farley
Natasha Selan

Susanne Bloes
Liz Madugno
Diane Beckwith
Heather Brunick
Katarzyna Ozimek
Zena Viele
Maranda Owens
Laurie Hennessey
Brian O’Connell
Missy Kupetz

FRONT DESK/CLERICAL

LEGAL

MA/HEAP/FRAUD

Monica Cole
Olivia Doyle
Susan Mirabito
Jacqueline Ryan
Jennifer Randall
Martina Davis

Sarah Fitzpatrick
Mary Hill
Jody Eckert
Janice Smith

Patty Hodge
Lynn Kline
Trisha Berg
Brandi Armstrong
Lisa Wilchynski
Derik Williams
Fran Loiselle

OFT

TA/SNAP/EMPLOYMENT/DAYCARE/EMERGENCY SERVICES

John Kolb
Arden Hamstra
Ranjit Singh

Sharon Sutherland, Melinda Cole, Stacey Coraci
LeVon Garofalo, Ashly Palmer, Jennifer Price
Michelle Graczyk, Donita Ireland, Amalia Miller, Diane O’Donnell
Joanne Woodard, Amalia Miller, Diane O’Donnell, Maranda Owens
Susan Seneck, Joanne Evans, Ashlee Farwell
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Income Maintenance Programs
Overview of Income Maintenance
The Income Maintenance Division operates several economic support programs for immediate financial needs,
while also assisting clients in gaining economic self-sufficiency to reduce ongoing reliance on public
assistance funding.
•

Temporary Assistance, consisting of federal Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), and
state / locally funded Safety Net (SN) assistance for single adults or childless couples.

•

Employment Services meet federal and state mandates to help recipients find pathways to selfsufficiency through performing employment assessments, assigning and referring recipients to work
activities, monitoring compliance and participation, and imposing sanctions for non-compliance.

•

DCAP, the Disabled Client Assistance Program which helps both TANF and Safety Net
applicants/recipients apply for Supplemental Security Income (SSI) or Social Security Disability
(SSD).

•

Emergency Services, non-recurring forms of assistance and crisis prevention / intervention to address
homelessness, housing services, fuel or utility shutoffs, and other emergency needs;

•

SNAP, the federally funded Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program, which provides monthly
benefits used for approved food purchases.

•

HEAP, or Home Energy Assistance Program, a federally funded benefit that assists low-income New
Yorkers with the cost of heating and cooling their homes.

•

Daycare Assistance, federal funding which helps income eligible parents remain employed or seek
employment.

•

Medicaid, a health insurance program for income-eligible New Yorkers which is funded by a mix of
federal, state and local dollars.

•

Indigent Burials for deceased individuals who leave insufficient funds for interment or cremation and
have no legally responsible person who has sufficient funds to pay.

•

Child Support Services, which assists individuals with establishment, enforcement and collection of
child support payments, determining the location of non-custodial parents, and paternity testing.

•

Fraud Prevention / Investigation to prevent ineligible applicants from receiving program benefits and
investigate allegations of fraud for active assistance cases
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Temporary Assistance, Employment, DCAP, & Emergency Services:
TANF cases, which are federally supported, have dropped over 33% overall since 2014; Safety Net cases
have decreased 35%. As Safety Net assistance is 71% county share, these reductions equate to reduced
spending at the local level.
TANF and SNA cases 2014-2020
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*Source Data: NYS Welfare Management System Reports 2014-2020 (as of Dec. 31 Case Count)

Employment staff are responsible for assigning work activities to recipients and/or developing individualized
goal plans. Recipients may face multiple barriers to success, such as unfinished education, medical concerns,
child-care needs, and housing. Employment workers help find ways to address these barriers to move the
client to self-sufficiency. Non-exempt clients are responsible for certain requirements to maintain eligibility.
Since 2000, 624 Individuals have been awarded SSI/SSD benefits with support from DCAP workers, and in
that time almost $1.9 million in Safety Net costs have been repaid to the county. The benefits of this program
are two-fold; reducing local taxpayer burden for public assistance programs while helping eligible clients
obtain ongoing financial security through the US Social Security Administration. 2020 totals were stunted
presumably by a backlog of cases due to the pandemic and affected SSA offices.
DCAP Summary of Costs/Reimbursement
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$60,000
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$Total Reimbursed
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* SSA Government to Government Services Online 2014-2020
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Emergency screenings were lower in 2020, as the various interventions provided by COVID relief efforts
(increased unemployment, stimulus payments, eviction moratoriums, extended and enhanced eligibility
periods and eligibility levels) were available. Code Blue regulations passed by the state have extended
homeless services to otherwise ineligible individuals during cold weather months.

Emergency Screenings 2014-2020
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100
0
Total Screenings
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Homeless
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Utility
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2018

2019

Unstable housing /
eviction
2020

SNAP & HEAP:
In 2020, total SNAP recipients at year’s end increased for the first time in 7 years. As with other programs,
eligibility and certification periods were extended due to the pandemic. While the SNAP benefits
themselves are 100% federal dollars, the local administrative costs of the program are reimbursed at 50%.
Total SNAP Recipients
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*Source Data: NYS Welfare Management System Reports 2014-2020 (Active Dec. Case Count)

$7.3 million in over 13,400 regular and emergency benefits were paid during the 2020-21 HEAP season. DSS
also partners with the Area Agency on Aging for processing regular benefits (for applicants over 60 and not
receiving temporary assistance and/or SNAP benefits).
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Daycare Assistance:
To maximize the availability of these grants, we open and close cases per established income-bands consistent
with the rate of use. When the funds are being depleted too quickly, eligibility must be decreased to preserve
funds for lower income families. The pandemic effected a marked decrease in childcare utilization as more
individuals were working from home, school attendance became remote, and impacts on local employment.
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Children
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Children
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Children
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Children
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Children
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Daycare Assistance Summary
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*Source Data: KinderTrack program data 2015-2020

Medicaid:
Medicaid eligible services are broken down into federal, state, and local shares. County costs are capped
annually, and costs exceeding that ceiling are state expenses. Local Medicaid cases have declined for
several years as the State assumes responsibility for new and recertifying ones. Only certain types of cases
continue to be the responsibility for DSS to manage.
Medicaid Cases Year End Totals
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*Total Cost if No Local Share Cap - Source: NYS DOH MARS reports 2020
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Indigent Burials:
NYS SSL § 141 details when the expense of a burial shall be a charge on such public welfare district, known
as an “indigent burial”. In 2020, a total of 45 burials (a 12.5% increase from 2019) were paid through county
funds, the cost being almost entirely local share.
Indigent Burial Costs per Year (Total and Local Share)
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Child Support Services:
The CSU assists with processing of over $5.2 million in support payments annually. Total case counts at the
end of December stood at 2,362 and a total of $518,872 was reimbursed to the county for the cost of public
assistance for families receiving TA.

Child Support Collections
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*Source Data: ASSETTS reporting system monthly statistics 2015-2020
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Fraud Investigations:
The processes known as FEDS (Front End Detection System) and EVR (Eligibility Verification Review)
are reviews based on specific indicators. Denied or closed cases are used to estimate local savings, termed
“cost avoidance”. Fraud investigations are undertaken when intentional abuse is suspected; some cases are
criminally prosecuted while others are disqualified from future assistance eligibility. The total cost
avoidance for 2020 was $220,836* broken down by the following methods:

Prison Computer
Match, $11,004

Cost Avoidance by Category 2020

Public Assistance
Reporting
Information System
(PARIS) Computer
Match, $6,384
Verified
Employment Data
(VED) Computer
Match, $4,788

Intentional
Program
Violations
(IPV),
$25,740

Front End
Detection System
(FEDS), $172,920
*Source Data: OTDA Cost Avoidance for Program Integrity Initiatives report 2020

Front End Detection System
(FEDS)
Verified Employment Data
(VED) Computer Match
Public Assistance Reporting
Information System (PARIS)
Computer Match
Prison Computer Match
Intentional Program Violations
(IPV)

Detecting fraud at application
Detecting unreported income on TANF adult cases
Detecting out of state residency and duplicate benefits
Detecting incarcerated individuals
Disqualification Sanctions for those Found Guilty
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Services Programs
Overview of Services Programs
The Services Division is comprised of several programs addressing safety and well-being for children and
adults. These programs, largely carried out by caseworkers and support staff, aim to ensure that vulnerable
individuals are protected. A variety of supports comprise the work carried out by the services programs,
including preventive measures and legal interventions when necessary. Many of these programs have
histories in New York reaching back to the late 1800’s 3. Social service agencies were largely created to
provide for the care of children, with roots going back as far as the founding of America itself 4. Many
important state and federal legislative acts have broadened the scope of services units, making modern day
programs complex and demanding.
Our services unit is comprised of:
•

Child Protective Services: involving the investigation of reports alleging abuse or maltreatment of a child under the
age of 18; when the acts of maltreatment or abuse are committed by a Person Legally Responsible for the care
of the child(ren)

•

Foster Care/ Adoptions: arranging for and supervising the out of home placement of children due to a voluntary
surrender of care by a parent, or as a result of a child protective case. Placements can be temporary while safety
concerns are addressed or can result in the adoption of a child.

•

Adult/Long Term Care Services: services for individuals 18 and older who are unable to protect their own interests
and may face harm through action or inaction of another person, their own actions, or incapacity to provide for
basic needs and security.

•

PINS Services: “Person In Need of Supervision” is a family court adjudication regarding a youth under the age
of 18 who does not attend school, or behaves in a way that is dangerous or out of control, or often disobeys his
or her parents, guardians or other authorities. A PINS petition may be filed in Family Court by a parent or other
person legally responsible for the care of the child, by a peace officer or police officer, by a person who has been
injured by a child, or by a school or other authorized agency. The PINS petition contains a description of the
child's behavior and asks the court to find that the child is in need of supervision.5

Child Protective Unit (CPS)
The overarching goal of CPS, outlined in Social Service Law and further directed in state regulations, is to
investigate reports of child abuse and maltreatment, and to provide a range of services to address family
issues and prevent further instances. These can lead to a variety of interventions ranging from preventive
case management to foster care placement, and even criminal prosecution. CPS workers investigate child
3

NYPWA Commissioners’ Reference Guide Dec. 2017 p.36
ibid
5
http://ww2.nycourts.gov/COURTS/nyc/family/faqs_pins.shtml
4
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protective reports received by the State Central Child Abuse and Maltreatment Registry. The investigation
includes interviewing the source of the report, collateral contacts, and all children and adults listed on the
report. Home visits are conducted initially and throughout the investigation. Police agencies are also
involved in the process if the allegation includes suspected criminal conduct. Cases involving sexual or
physical abuse are investigated as part of a Multi-Disciplinary Team and these interviews often take place at
the local Child Advocacy Center.
CPS Caseworkers have 60 days to conduct the investigation and determine if the case should be indicated.
In addition, indicated reports opened for other DSS services must be monitored by the Child Protective Unit
to periodically assess the safety of the children. All possible efforts are made to keep children safely in their
own homes through both voluntary and court ordered Preventive Services. When this is not possible, it may
be necessary to place the child in custody and file a petition in Family Court.
On average, our CPS unit receives over 1000 child abuse/neglect reports annually. Total reports for 2020
were lower, largely in part due to schools moving to remote learning and other “shutdowns” where mandated
reporters operate. We open an average of 127 preventive cases annually and perform 20-30 removals each
year.
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Foster Care/Adoption:
The goal of foster care is to reunite a child with his or her family whenever possible. In situations where this
cannot be pursued for the health and safety of the child, the goal is permanency with an adoptive family or
a kinship placement. Caseworkers meet with the foster child, biological parents, foster parents, school staff
and other essential agencies to develop a permanency plan for the child. The unit arranges for all placements
of children, whether they are being placed in foster homes, residential placements, Office of Children and
Family Services programs, or detention.
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Social Services provides adoption services in accordance with NYS regulations. The unit recruits adoptive
and foster care families, and adoptive/foster care classes are held twice per year. The foster care homes in
the district are recertified annually and all foster families are required to attend training yearly.
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Adult/Long Term Care
Protective Services for Adults is legally mandated and requires investigation of allegations of abuse, neglect
and/or exploitation of adults. The Department of Social Services is also responsible for adult guardianships.
The Commissioner is appointed guardian by the courts and the Adult Services Unit coordinates assistance
for these adults, which include financial, medical, and personal needs. From November through April utility
companies are mandated to refer customers who may be elderly, frail or dependent on medical equipment to
the Protective Services unit for investigation prior to a utility shut off. The Chenango County Area Agency
on Aging, the Chenango County Department of Social Services, and Chenango County Public Health
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Nursing collaborate on homecare options available to Chenango County residents through the NY Connects
program. Adult Services is responsible for certifying and re-certifying Family Type Homes for Adults within
the county, ensuring that these facilities adhere to all NYS regulations. The Adult and Long-Term Care Unit
also oversees the Care at Home Waiver program, assessment and case management of persons in need of
social admission, and for homeless persons when necessary.
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PINS:
PINS (Person in Need of Supervision) referrals are made by schools, community members, and parents due to unruly
behavior and/or issues of truancy. DSS is the lead agency for PINS Diversion. PINS planning meetings occur on a
regular basis consisting of staff from various service providers, Probation department staff, and Social Services. Diversion
services are an attempt to ameliorate issues and prevent Family Court involvement and adjudication, or out-of-home
placements. These can involve counseling, caseworker monitoring, school interventions, and mental health services.
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Legal Unit
Overview of Legal Unit
The Legal Unit is comprised of a Senior Attorney, an Attorney, a Senior Typist and a Paralegal. Together
they handle the numerous petitions, hearings, and other court related matters the department is involved
in. DSS attorneys represent the department in legal proceedings, which primarily include the following:
•
•
•
•

Child Support/ Paternity proceedings, Mental Hygiene Law Art 81 Guardianship proceedings
Fair Hearings involving persons with Indicated CPS reports that seek to amend the report to unfounded.
PINS/JD proceedings, Art 10 Child Abuse/Neglect proceedings
Permanency Hearings, Termination of Parental Rights proceedings, and Appeals

In addition to the above, the legal unit advises the Commissioner on matters related to contractual services
and supports, FOIL and other requests for information, and legal initiatives and changes at the state level
that may affect department responsibilities.

Family Court Activity 2020
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County Home for Adults (Preston Manor)
Homes for adults 6 in NY are operated for the purpose of providing long-term residential care, room, board,
housekeeping, personal care, and supervision to five or more adults as described in 18 NYCRR 487 7.
Preston Manor is a separate program with its own staff and budgeting; however, the Department of Social
Services assists with oversight, financial management and accounting. There are 48 beds at the residence.
Due to its status as a public institution, residents at Preston Manor are not eligible to receive Supplemental
Security Income (SSI) benefits. While there are at times a few private-pay residents in the program, most
adults living at the program are public charges. Currently there are 25 residents in the program (52%
occupancy).
6
7

https://profiles.health.ny.gov/acf/view/1254859

https://govt.westlaw.com/nycrr/Document/I50d04056cd1711dda432a117e6e0f345?viewType=FullText&originationContext=document
toc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)&bhcp=1
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Reflections from 2020
In Memoriam G. Daniel Morgan- By Susanne Bloes
Dan Morgan worked for the Chenango County Department of Social Services as an
Account Clerk/Typist for just over twenty-two years, from January 1998 through
August of 2020. He worked in the Accounting Unit until 2005 and then transferred to
the Adult/Long Term Care Unit. Dan passed away unexpectedly last August.
Dan will be remembered for his acerbic wit and sense of humor and for his willingness
to help his co-workers. He was a problem solver and during his tenure in the
Adult/Long Term Care Unit he kept operations running smoothly through staff
changes, regulatory changes and changes in technology.
If a caseworker lost a file on his or her computer or a document would not print Dan was there to help. He
helped wherever he could and was at the same time conscientious with his own assignments. He was an
accomplished cook and many of us enjoyed the dishes he brought to pass for birthdays and potluck
luncheons.
Dan lived alone but had many friends both at work and in the community. He enjoyed doing needlework;
he could knit, crochet, embroider and sew. Many of us still have beautiful examples of his work; especially
his socks which he bestowed as Christmas and birthday gifts. Many of us continue to miss him. His, “yes
dear,” in response to our calls for help will not be heard again but those of us that were lucky enough to
know him will remember. In remembrance of Dan, a donation was made in his name by some of his peers
to the American Heart Association.

Leadership Chenango 2020- By Beth Beers
(Since its first class in 1989, Leadership Chenango has convened to “develop individuals to become community leaders,
volunteers for charitable organizations, and board members for school, government or community organizations…[and
apply] their skills to make a difference in Chenango County” 8. To date, four DSS employees (Bette Osborne, Daniel
Auwarter, Lois LoPresti and Beth Beers) participated in Leadership Chenango. The excerpts below are from Beth Beers,
Class of 2020):
I was asked to take this class when I was promoted to my current position.
To say I was reluctant would be an understatement. My least favorite thing is
public speaking combine that with my second least favorite thing of talking
about myself and it’s really not a match made in heaven. Leadership started
as an eight-month challenge and turned into a year adventure. Who knew
when we started this journey that COVID-19 would take over our lives?
COVID-19 has presented each of us with new challenges and obstacles to
overcome along with some new perspectives on life and what is important to each of us as individuals.
When we regrouped in August and discussed what had been occurring in our lives since March it was
8

https://commercechenango.com/chenango-foundation/leadership-chenango/
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interesting to see the diverse reactions our class had. Some had been working from home and really
enjoying it, some hated it, and some were back in their offices. One very important thing I have learned is
zoom is not for me. I have the attention span of a gnat and really feel like I missed out on a lot not being in
person. I have a newfound respect for all of these children attending school remotely. I’m an adult and had
extreme difficulty with it, I can’t imagine being a child and having to do this every day. The experience of
Leadership was much different than what I expected. I learned a great deal in our time together. There are
a lot of amazing people in Chenango County especially my classmates in Leadership Chenango. I now get
to have a different perspective on the opportunities within our community. “The greatest leader is not
necessarily the one who does the greatest things. He is the one that gets people to do the greatest things.”

New Faces in 2020- By Pamela Stein
This will be the first of a new annual segment called New Faces, where we’ll introduce and welcome the newest members
of our team and they’ll share a little about themselves. In 2020 we were pleased to have the following people join our
agency:
My name is Ranjit Singh a/k/a Randy. I work as a Computer Operations Assistant in the OFT
Department. I was born in Georgetown, Guyana, South America and migrated to
the USA in 1978. I lived in New Jersey for 42 years and now reside in Sidney
Center, NY. I attended Jersey City State College from 1982-1984 and Bergen
Community College, Paramus, New Jersey from 1994-1996. I am married with
three children and have six grandchildren. We have one dog, a Turkish Kangal
Herding dog. I like to play Cricket and occasionally I jog. I enjoy woodworking
and small crafts, along with some fishing. I feel I have found another home at
DSS. Love supporting this friendly and very cooperative staff.
My name is Jennifer Price. I work as Social Welfare Examiner in the Temporary Assistance Unit. I
was born in Norwich, NY, and currently live in South New Berlin, NY. I have my Associate’s Degree in
Human Services from Herkimer County Community College. I’m getting married to my fiancé Cory in
December, and we are the proud parents of a 1-year old Yellow Lab, Tyson. In my spare time I enjoy
spending time with my little family, taking in the outdoors with Tyson, gardening, and shopping.
My name is Martina Davis and I am an Account Clerk in the Adult/Long
Term Care Unit. My dad was in the Air Force, so I was born in England, spent
time in New York and Nebraska and completed all my Junior High and High
School on an Air Force Base in England. I lived for 25 years in New
Hampshire, and then relocated to Norwich about a year and a half ago. I
graduated from Woodbridge American High School, and then graduated from
the University of New Hampshire as an English and Theater Dual Major.
I have been married to my husband Dwight for 18 years. Right now, we do not have any furry friends.
I love books, movies, walks, hikes, solitaire, Sudoku and most recently have discovered that I find coloring
apps online very relaxing. I worked for a Housing and Urban Development funded housing authority for
twenty years and feel honored to once again be serving the community that I am living in.
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My name is Kayla Simpson-Linger. I started the DSS Accounting Unit as an
Account Clerk and on 3/29/2021 was promoted to a Senior Account Clerk. I was
born and raised in Norwich, NY and still reside here. I attended and graduated from
Norwich City Schools and attended Herkimer County Community College where I
graduated with an A.A.S in General Studies and Morrisville State with an A.A.S in
Office Administration. My parents are Tracy Vinal and Clifford Simpson. I am
married to Robin Linger. We have three pets, Harley, Lily, and Bentley. I enjoy
Billiards, snowmobiling, jet skiing, boating, camping, four-wheeling, riding
motorcycle, mud bogging, and hunting.
My name is Ronald Martorelli. I am a Caseworker in the Child Protective
Unit. I was born and raised in Queens, NY and now reside in Bainbridge, NY. I
attended Queens College with a bachelor’s degree in English and Secondary
Education. I enjoy reading, baseball, and hiking/visiting national parks.
My name is Katarzyna a/k/a Kasia Ozimek. I was hired as a Caseworker
on 12/7/2020 in the Child Protective Unit. I then moved to the Foster Care unit
on 3/8/2021. I was born in Brooklyn, NY and raised in Queens, NY. I now live
in South New Berlin, NY. I attended Francis Lewis High School. I went to SUNY
Oneonta and have a bachelor’s degree in Biology and Art. I have three brothers
and a Pitbull named River. I enjoy oil painting and figure drawing. I spend a lot of
time hiking with my dog, River.
My name is Jennifer (Jen, Jennie) Randall. I am a Clerk at the front desk.
I was born in Gloversville, NY and raised in New Berlin, NY. I now live in
Norwich, NY, with my significant other. I attended New Berlin School, SUNY
Brockport and Mansfield University, but did not graduate. I have three children,
Jake, age 26; Jesse, age 23, and Emma, age 17. We have a Border Collie puppy,
“Kooky”. I enjoy gardening, reading, music, and socializing.

My name is Monica Cole. I was hired as a Clerk at the front desk on 1/21/2020. I have since moved to
the Services Division as clerical support.
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Special Thanks: Helping During COVID-19- By Daniel Auwarter
As COVID-19 spread through the county, the Chenango County Public Health department staff worked
tirelessly to protect our communities through quarantine orders, contact tracing and monitoring of cases.
The first cases in March 2020 gave way to more and more positive tests as the outbreak gained speed, and
by April the health department was spending hundreds of collective hours each week dealing with the
pandemic. Daily checks for quarantined individuals needed to be performed, and as more people were
issued orders to isolate at home, the health department found themselves facing a mounting crisis of their
own keeping up with the exhausting task of checking on these individuals. When staff at public health
reached out for assistance, several of our employees responded and provided their time, including evenings
and weekends, to perform these checks through iPhones and “drive by” visits at residences.
The number of cases grew steadily even with these interventions and efforts to curtail the virus, and by
November the number of hours needed to keep up with the infections had strained the health department’s
capacity, given the other responsibilities they also maintained. They again found themselves in need of
assistance, this time with time-consuming contact tracing calls, and again several DSS staff were willing to
help. To provide this assistance, the staff first needed to complete a 5-hour training course before they
could perform tracing duties.
We’d like to thank the following people for their help during the pandemic and their willingness to share
the load with Public Health as they also performed their duties here at the Department. Over 300 hours of
service was performed by these individuals:
Patty Hodge
Ashlee Farwell
Lace-Ann Porter
Brian O’Connell
Lynn Kline
Joanne Woodard
Misty Davis

Nicole Sheehan
Bill Moakler
Kirsten Parry
Kayla Simpson
Fran Loiselle
Jackie Ryan
Evelyn Kirkland

Joanne Evans
Wendy Petry-Jones
Laurie Hennessey
Derik Williams
Lois LoPresti
Susan Seneck
Heather Brunick

Brandi Guinn
Liz Madugno
Zena Viele
Ronald Martorelli
Jennifer Price* (standby)
Ranjit Singh* (standby)

In addition, I’d like to offer thanks to Susan Seneck for her random acts of kindness during this difficult
time. In the first months of the pandemic, like many of our folks, I was at the office long hours and on the
weekends as well. Susan, in addition to her time coming in to perform checks for the health department,
would take the time to check in on me as well when she saw my car at the office to see if I needed anything
or if I had stopped to eat. Susan continued to perform acts of kindness through numerous soups and crockpot meals, which lifted spirits and certainly filled us up as well. In addition, Susan provided colorful
homemade face masks and sanitizer to staff members. Thank you for your kindness Susan; in the words of
Lao Tzu, “Kindness in words creates confidence. Kindness in thinking creates profoundness. Kindness in giving creates love”.
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“Life is mostly froth and bubble; Two things stand like stone: Kindness in
another's trouble, Courage in our own.”—Adam Lindsay Gordon
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Our Mission:
The mission of the Chenango County
Department of Social Services (DSS) is to
ensure the provision of financial, medical, and
Family and Children’s Services necessary to
assist eligible residents of Chenango County
towards enhancing family functioning and to
reduce or eliminate dependency.
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